QBot
An AI-infused world-first
chatbot built specifically
for education.

Success story
QBot is transforming how students
learn, interact and collaborate.

About QBot
In partnership with Microsoft and the University of New South Wales, Antares
Solutions developed “Question Bot” aka “QBot”, a world-first, AI-infused,
Microsoft Teams integrated chatbot that answers student queries.
QBot is an automated program that conducts a conversation, through text or
speech, and delivers a contextual response based on the interactions in the
past between the students and tutors. QBot builds a learning community for
students to engage with 24/7 support.
The solution is leading the way in a global change in how higher education
is delivered. For forward thinking education institutions, tools like QBot have
limitless potential from improving student engagement, to achieving better
learning outcomes that allow students to reach their full potential.
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The University of New South Wales
implemented QBot with an overwhelmingly
positive result. The university has increased
students pass ratesfrom 65% to 85%.

Self-building
knowledgebase

About Antares
Antares has established itself as a highly accredited Microsoft Gold Partner who
specialise in delivering expertise across three practise areas: Data and AI, Modern
Workplace and Custom Application Development. Antares is also a founding partner
of the Cloud Collective, a strategic alliance of three Microsoft Gold partners who
provide end-to-end technology solutions.
For more information visit antares.solutions/qbot
Or contact Antares at: sales@antaressolutions.com.au | +61 2 8375 8811

QBot has also received an amazing mention
by Satya Nadella in his Annual Report
of 2019, highlighting the progress and
impact the solution has made. He says, “At
UNSW Syndey students report that they
are happier and more engaged and say
they feel as though they are part of a single
learning community.”
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